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buy from amazon 7.metroid if you are a big fan
of nintendo products, you should be familiar
with one of the most well-known franchises in
the history of gaming, metroid. this game is still
the best fps game on gba to date. you start off
by buying a spaceship and take off to the space
star and begin your exploration. the game
features a lot of amazing gameplay, defeating
enemies, and flying around the screen. you will
navigate through all of the different planets by
collecting clues and items. there are also many
endings in this game, you should go through all
of them to get the best score. buy from amazon
8.mario kart arcade gp when nintendo came out
with the 32-bit games, the company managed
to surprise everyone with the games that they
actually released on the handheld system. this
is the best racing game on gba with an amazing
16-players multiplayer mode. this racing game
has not only amazing gameplay, but it also has
great graphics and sounds that you can enjoy
while racing. there are 7 different tracks for you
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to run in. each track has a lot of hurdles and
dangerous obstacles to keep you on your toes.
there are two game modes for the race. story
mode and time trial mode. if you want to race
for fun, you should download this fantastic
mario kart arcade gp game on your gba or any
other system. buy from amazon this was an
entirely exclusive sonic game for the gba but
after a while, it was also ported to the nokia n-
gage platform and then recently to the android
platform. however, this game features 4
different characters from the sonic universe to
make it even more fun and amazing. train
simulator: epic journeys download 100mb pc
the game features, sonic, tails, knuckles, and
the all-new amy in a playable mode. each
character possesses different abilities and
moves that have been taken from some
previous iterations of the game. take this
amazing team of friends and lay waste to the
evil empire of dr.eggman. buy from amazon this
game was originally meant to be a game boy
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advance exclusive game but after a while, the
game was ported to other gba devices as well.
1.super donkey kong super donkey kong is one
of the highest-rated and highly entertaining
platformer games available for the gba. this
game features both diddy and donkey kongs.
you run through the lush jungles, helping each
other out, taking turns, and beating the crap out
of little evil kremlings.
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